USS Delphyne 9908.09
Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><


CO_Grant:
::ON the bridge, in Captain's chair::

EsShere:
::in her office going over crew records... seems like she does that alot::

MO_Lea:
::walks into the TL:: TL: Deck 7

CO_Grant:
OPS: Is everyone on board?

CMO_Matt:
::sets computer for the final set of diagnostics for sickbay::

CEOLefler:
::Lefler sat up in his chair in office as a transmission comes in::

OPS_Lynam:
:;At station on bridge::

CSOPoulos:
::at statino on bridge preparing to boost sensor range.....::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir, all present and accounted for.

XO_Wall:
::walking down the corridor::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

CO_Grant:
OPS: very good, MR.Lynam

CMO_Matt:
Self: That's the last of them. ::goes over diagnositc reports for the biobeds::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sends status request to all departments::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Obtain departure clearance from SB191

MO_Lea:
::exits the TL and heads down the corridor::

CEOLefler:
::Wide grin appaears as the news comes in. Its ready..............::  :)

EsShere:
::reaches for the last of the padds on her desk, knocking over a glass of water::

CMO_Matt:
*Bridge*: Medical ready.

CSOPoulos:
*CEO*  has the new aft sensor array been replaced?

CO_Grant:
*MED*: Glad to hear it Doctor

MO_Lea:
::enters Sickbay, sees the CMO, and begins checking the medkits::

CMO_Matt:
::tosses padd onto table as he stands up and moves over to a table covered in equipment;:

XO_Wall:
::smiles, at  Counsler com::

CEOLefler:
*CSO* Brand new and ready to scan its little heart out

CMO_Matt:
::smiles at MO:: MO: How are you doing, Doctor?

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:SB191: Departure control this is U.S.S. Delphyne requesting departure clearence.

Nicke_AGM:
<SB> COMM: Delphyne :you are cleared for departure.  

CSOPoulos:
::laugh:: *CEO* thanks...

CMO_Matt:
::picks up tricorder, double checks it, and places it back in the kit::

XO_Wall:
*Shere*: I have time to stop by briefly counsler

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We are cleared to depart sir.

MO_Lea:
::turns:: CMO: Fine. Are the Biobeds ready?

LtJg_Cray:
::At science lab 3::

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: Pull out of our docking , thrusters, engage

CMO_Matt:
MO: As ready as they'll ever be.  There were a few glitches in the system, but I covered them. ::motions to a padd at the console across the room with the running diagnositcs::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:All stations report manned and ready

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: yes sir ::engages thrusters::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CSOPoulos:
::checks the readiness of the aft sensor array::

EsShere:
*WALL* That will be fine

CO_Grant:
::looks out of viewport as the starbase diminishes::

EsShere:
::adds:: *Sir*

MO_Lea:
CMO: That's good. ::goes back to checking the medkits::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Tactical at the ready sir, all weapons and shields register at nominal performance.

CMO_Matt:
::leaves Lea to finish checking the medkits and moves over to the diagnostics once more::

CO_Grant:
CTO: good

CEOLefler:
*XO*:  You might want to get an external image of the bow. I had the SB personel add a little surprise before they were done :)

CSOPoulos:
::discontinuing access to the sensors from the science labs in preperation for the large job ahead::

MO_Lea:
:: goes over the supplies of each medkit, making sure everything is there::


EsShere:
::wipes at teh water quickly in preperation for Commander Wall.. thought he would be to busy to reply so soon..::

CMO_Matt:
::the scan finishes, and he closes the program, downloading the registered information onto the padd::

XO_Wall:
*CEO*: lefler what you mean by that?

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: set course for Securus, full impulse until past the markers

CEOLefler:
*XO* There is something you should check out

XO_Wall:
::walking toward couslers office::

LtJg_Cray:
::Goes over the latest experiment of his::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over the padd for a few moments, and nods to himself, letting a brief smile:: MO: That's it.  Sickbay is ready for action.  We've readied it in record time as well.

CMO_Matt:
MO: If I was a higher rank, I'd submit you for a promotion. ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
::finds an extra hypospray in one kit:: CMO: Thank you, Sir.

XO_Wall:
*CO*: Lefler has something for us to check, put the viewer of the aft bow.

EsShere:
::tidies up and sits down... then gets up.. and wonders why she is nervous.. sits down again::

CMO_Matt:
MO: For our first mission, you'll be staying here while I ajoin the Away Team.  Like the Captain said in the Briefing, be ready.

XO_Wall:
::enters counslers office::

MO_Lea:
::sets the extra hypo aside:: CMO: Yes sir.

CO_Grant:
::sees the marker come past::

CMO_Matt:
::wonders at her sudden formalities::

CSOPoulos:
::scanners show ready...::

XO_Wall:
Shere: Hi ::smiles as hes talking:: you wanted to see me?

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: Continue onto Securus, warp 7 engage

EsShere:
::stands:: XO: Yes Commander, it is not important if you are busy ::smiles at him::

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>CO:  on course ::engaging Warp 7::

XO_Wall:
::wonders about what Lelfer meant::

CSOPoulos:
CO: ready to initiate scan.... as soon as we come into range......

MO_Lea:
::Finishes with the medkits and sets them aside::

EsShere:
XO: I thought it would be a good time to get all cobwebs out of your head as you take on your new position ::moves around to the front of her desk ::

CO_Grant:
CSO: how are the sensor coming?

CMO_Matt:
::takes up the padd with his article, and moves over to Doctor Lea::

CSOPoulos:
CO: ready to initiate scan.... as soon as we come into range......

CMO_Matt:
MO: I've written this for submission to the Federation Journal of Medicine.  I was hoping you'd edit it for me.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Readies the communications array to receive and decode the signal::

CMO_Matt:
::holds out padd to her::

XO_Wall:
Shere: thats not nessary Im fine

CO_Grant:
CSO: keep me posted

CSOPoulos:
CO: aye

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: ETA to Securus?

MO_Lea:
:: takes the Padd::  CMO: Sure. I'd be glad too.

EsShere:
XO: I would hate to dissagree with you Commander, but if you do have time.... maybe a small chat and we can call it quits. Yes? ::motions for him ot have a seat::

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: CO: 9.2 minutes

CMO_Matt:
::nods and smiles:: MO: The genetic influx sequences are kind of revolutionary, but I guess I'm trying to break the barrier here.

CMO_Matt:
MO: Just, just whenever you can look through it.

XO_Wall:
Shere: one moment please

MO_Lea:
::takes a quick look at the Padd:: I'll have time after my shift tonight. Thankyou.

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
*CO*: did you see what Lefler was talking about that he wanted us to see?

EsShere:
:::nods at him and moves to the desk getting a drink.. to much salt in her lunch today::

CMO_Matt:
::nods and smiles again:: MO: I suppose we both have things to do.

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: when we are 20 parsecs out, engage gray mode

CSOPoulos:
::checks the sensors for ETA on range.::

CMO_Matt:
::moves over to the medkits and arranges the equipment he'll need for the AT mission::

CSOPoulos:
CO: 2 min until we enter range.........

CEOLefler:
:: Is amazed he hasn't been thrown in the brig yet::

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: Mr Lefler we will need gray mode for warp drive in about 7.5 minutes

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for any ships signatures::

MO_Lea:
::Impressed, moves over to the diagnostic console and begins scanning a sample::

CEOLefler:
*CO* Aye aye sir. It will be available.

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: CO: yes

EsShere:
::picks up a padd and trys to look busy, wondering if maybe this is not a good time.. but hopes he would say as much if it is not::

CEOLefler:
::that was oddly normal?::

LtJg_Cray:
::Tweaks at a new computer algorithm::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Good luck, Doctor. ::takes equipment and leaves sickbay in a flurry, moving down the corrider to the turbolift::

MO_Lea:
::sets the first sample aside and reaches for another::

CO_Grant:
*WALL*: MR.lefler's camoflage will  have to remain for awhile we will see if we like it

CMO_Matt:
::enters quickly, wanting to get to the bridge before ETA:: Computer: Bridge.

CEOLefler:
*CO* I would like to remind you of the warp 7 limitation sir. Anything faste would rsik collapsing the warp field.

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: acknowledged

EnsTurner:
_AWAY Doing a navigational sim in the holodeck._

XO_Wall:
*CO*: aye ::comoflage? thinks to himself, puzzled::

CMO_Matt:
::enters the bridge, and stays to the background, surveying the arrival at the pre-determined system::

CO_Grant:
CSO: notify FCO when we are close

CSOPoulos:
CO: aye...

Dario__0:
_AWAY ......_

XO_Wall:
Shere: sorry you may continue

EsShere:
::looks up:: XO: Commander maybe a different time would be better ::cocks her head and smiles::

CSOPoulos:
FCO:  We are entering sensor range in 45 sec......

CO_Grant:
*wall* : finish up with the counselor , I need you on the bridge

CTO_Psion:
FCO:  Will the current course find us near any known hostiles?

EsShere:
::hears the Captain:: XO : well that is my cue to see you to the door  ::smiles and walks him out::

CO_Grant:
FCO: reduce speed to warp 4, engage gray mode

XO_Wall:
Shere: ::smiles:: perhaps your right

CO_Grant:
*Counselor* : TO the bridge please

MO_Lea:
:: sighs as she removes the last sample and moves them all to their trays::

EsShere:
::knows she is right she always is:: XO: Yes Commander.. another time.. but soon please

XO_Wall:
::follows Shere to the doorway::

CEOLefler:
::secures plasma exhaust and brings up warp signature dampening field::

EsShere:
*CO*: Yes sir....    XO: Well I will just go with you... Commander

OPS_Lynam:
:;Monitors subspace channels and power grid::

XO_Wall:
*CO* ::regains his focus:: aye sir on my way

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Sensors pick up a weak signal as they move toward their destination

CO_Grant:
CTO: Be prepared to go to yellow alert  but not until required

CMO_Matt:
::peers at the viewscreen in interest::

CEOLefler:
*CSO* Don't try anything more than passive sensors or the grey mode will be revealed.

EsShere:
::sees he seems a little on edge while trying to be smooth... walks with him to the TL::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

CSOPoulos:
*CEO*  aye

XO_Wall:
Shere: are you planning to be on the Delphyne for awhile? I know you just came onboard

MO_Lea:
::begins running a few diagnostics on the biobeds, just in case::

CO_Grant:
CSO: are you picking up that distress call

XO_Wall:
::enters TL::

CO_Grant:
?

EsShere:
::as the TL moves to the bridge:: XO: Yes I plan on it.. unless you have heard something ::TL Doors open onto the bridge::

CTO_Psion:
::Inputs necessary information to ready the Delphyne for yellow alert::

CSOPoulos:
CO:  yes, but it is faint.......

CO_Grant:
CTO: any signs of hostile ships?

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans the programming language and looks over a host of algorithms::

EsShere:
::steps out of the TL with XO::

XO_Wall:
Shere: um no ::as he slow steps off onto the bridge looking toward her::

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: are we in the system yet?

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: CO: yes.....entering now

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Scanners are only registering a weak signal but it is as yet unidentifiable.  I have not detected any ships.

EnsTurner:
_AWAY_

EsShere:
XO: Good   CO: Reporting Sir.. ::goes towards him::

EsShere:
::listens to what is going on around her:::

CO_Grant:
:: nods to counselor:: Es'shere: GOod of you to come

CO_Grant:
CSO,CTO: acknowleged

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I will add that passive scanners may not be sufficient to detect any ships that may have significant counter measures.

CSOPoulos:
CO: it might get a little more clear if we get closer to the source....

CEOLefler:
::not much to do down here. Think I'll head to the bridge::

XO_Wall:
::walks over and sits down at the XO seat nex to the captains...watching Shere::

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: take us to impulse, alter course to the moon, DENIL III

EsShere:
::nods at him:: CO: Always sir..  ::sentence lost as he listens to others::

MO_Lea:
:: the diagnostics finished, she pickes up a Padd and starts reading::

CO_Grant:
Wall: I hope your AT is ready

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: aye ::engages impulse, adjust course toward Denil III::

CEOLefler:
::Arrives on Bridge and steps up to Engineering Panel::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I'm picking up the distress beacon, it's civilian, race unknown as yet.

CMO_Matt:
::steps out of the way for the CEO::

CO_Grant:
FCO: disengage gray mode

EsShere:
::looks over to OPS station::

XO_Wall:
CO: sir? yes sir

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
::Begins analyzing the signal::

CSOPoulos:
::downloads information from scans onto padd::

CO_Grant:
CTO: yellow alert

XO_Wall:
<FCOHunter> ::disengages gray mode::

CSOPoulos:
::takes the padd to the XO/CO::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: :;Frowns:: Sir, the signal is fading.  It should be getting stronger as we close.  Either we're heading away from it or it's power supply is failing.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Yellow alert aknowledged sir.  *All* Yellow alert!

CO_Grant:
::hears klaxons::

CEOLefler:
::Brings down Dampening field an brings up force fields::

CSOPoulos:
::hands the padd to the XO:: XO: here are the results of the scans...

XO_Wall:
CMO/CTO/CSO: your with me ::points toward TL:

EsShere:
::looks around at the fast actions of the crew on the bridge and steps back but still listens::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Adjusts power to yellow alert status and boosts power to communicatiuons::

CMO_Matt:
::nods, and walks into the turbolift::

CO_Grant:
CSO: launch a probe to track down the source of the distress signal

CSOPoulos:
CO: aye..... hits a button and a probe is launched::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: initial scans show high level interferrence , may be the cause of the weak signal and inability to find the source of the signal

CTO_Psion:
XO:  Aye sir

EnsTurner:
_AWAY Doing a navigational sim in the holodeck._

CSOPoulos:
XO: aye sir....   ::follows the XO toward the TL::

CMO_Matt:
::waits for other AT members on the bridge to join him in the turbolift::

XO_Wall:
CTO: call a couple of security men to join us

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sesors pick up a weak , garbled audio signal

XO_Wall:
::enters TL::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Once the probe is away we may be able to triangulate on the signal using its telemetry.

CTO_Psion:
*Cray*  Report to tactical.

CSOPoulos:
::enters TL::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sits upright in chair and tunes in the new audio signal::

EsShere:
::boldness makes her go to the XO's console and bring up the records on this mission per MB:::

LtJg_Cray:
*CTO*  Acknowledged.  ::Puts experiments away and rushes to turbo lift::

CMO_Matt:
::looks to all the ranking chief officers in the lift, as well as the XO and feels a bit overwhelmed::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: signal repeats

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I have an automated audio signal sir, I'm trying to clean it up.

XO_Wall:
::exits TL, walks down corridor toward TR2::

EsShere:
::looks over to OPS and waits for him to clean up the message::

CSOPoulos:
::follows close to the XO::

CO_Grant:
OPS: put it on the speaker

XO_Wall:
::enters TR2::

CMO_Matt:
::follows the XO into TR2::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:On speaker.  :;Flips the switch::

CTO_Psion:
*Security*  Ensigns Crick and Harazumi report to transporter room 1

CMO_Matt:
::checks equipment and places tricorder at his side::

CSOPoulos:
::enters TR2::

LtJg_Cray:
::In turbo lift::

EsShere:
::automatic..  ears try to tune in message as it starts::

EnsTurner:
_AWAY_

Dario__0:
_AWAY_

XO_Wall:
CSO: grab a tricorder I want you to conduct intial scans

Nicke_AGM:
<Signal>  Mayday..mayday....this is ......::static:: civillian ship..Agressa..::static: encountered pirates...sector ;;;static:: engines failing:: :;static:: ::crew to shuttles ::static:: heading for:: static,.......help:::

CMO_Matt:
*MO*: We're leaving now.  Get sickbay completely ready.

CSOPoulos:
::makes sure tricorder works.....  ::

CSOPoulos:
XO

CTO_Psion:
::Enters TR 2 and sees security::

CSOPoulos:
: aye

LtJg_Cray:
::Enters bridge::

CEOLefler:
::Walks around with sapper satchel on back::

EsShere:
:eyebrow raises as she hears the distress call::

LtJg_Cray:
::Takes position at tactical::

CO_Grant:
MR.cray: Scan for shuttles, and for survivors

OPS_Lynam:
::Shuts off the speaker after several repetitions::

XO_Wall:
CTO: be prepared once were down there we dont know what we will come across

CSOPoulos:
::pockets phaser and tricorder...... hands a phaser to those who dont have one yet.::

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Sets scanners for energy signatures and life signs::

CEOLefler:
XO: Should I pass out the special badges now?

CMO_Matt:
::takes a phaser from the CSO:: CSO: Thank you...just in case.

XO_Wall:
CEO: yes

CEOLefler:
XO: Aye

CTO_Psion:
XO:  Aye sir.  ::Sets phaser to wide and stun.

CMO_Matt:
::places phaser at side::

CSOPoulos:
CMO: of course... ::smiles::

CMO_Matt:
::makes sure it's set at stun::

XO_Wall:
ALL: ready ::steps on PADD::

CTO_Psion:
Security:  Set phasers to stun.

CEOLefler:
::Gives baby blue badge to CMO, Orange badges to security. The pink and poca-  dot to the XO and takes the black on teal for himself. Anyone else?

CSOPoulos:
::checks setttings and pats it for good luck::

CMO_Matt:
::steps forward onto the transporter::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Pirates again.  I wonder if it's our friends wit the captured Federation ships?

XO_Wall:
::takes badge from lefler::

CSOPoulos:
CEO: here ::waves hand::

CMO_Matt:
::looks at the bade with curiosity:: CEO: What is this?

CO_Grant:
*wall*:As soon as we have co-ordinates, we will transfer them to you

EsShere:
::thiks.. Blasted Pirates... up to no good again::

CO_Grant:
OPS: hmm , possibly

XO_Wall:
CMO: a life saver ::grins::

LtJg_Cray:
::Registers something from the probe::

CEOLefler:
CMO: Just put it on. It might save your life

CMO_Matt:
::nods, almost nervous, and puts it on::

XO_Wall:
*CO*: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I hope not, those ships are souped up beyond belief.

XO_Wall:
Chief: energize

CEOLefler:
CSO: Here you go. Saved the see through one for you.

CEOLefler:
::dematerializes with hand half out::

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Recieving telemetry from the probe...I am trying to decipher the signal.  It is distorted.

OPS_Lynam:
Monitors probe telemetry and tries to triangulate on the signal::

CSOPoulos:
CEO: um.. thanks.. ::half grin:...... dematerializes::

EsShere:
::moves to a vacant console by Science::

CTO_Psion:
:Dematerializes::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the signal is from the downed ship..automated signal..weak ..

XO_Wall:
@::demateralizes looks to see everybody arrived::

CMO_Matt:
@::materializes on the surface, and quickly pulls out tricorder to begin scanning::

CSOPoulos:
@::rematerializes::

CEOLefler:
::Takes out tricoder and scans::

LtJg_Cray:
::Thinks...weak automated signal...could it be a decoy?::

Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION: tricorders pick up radio signals 500 yards in ...

CTO_Psion:
@ Rematerializes

CSOPoulos:
@::picks up a radio signal::

CEOLefler:
@CSO: You getting the same signal I am. 500 yards or so?

CMO_Matt:
@::closes the medical tricorder, anxious to move forward. there could be wounded::

CSOPoulos:
@CEO: yes...

XO_Wall:
@CEO: what is it?

CTO_Psion:
@::Scans for life signs::

CSOPoulos:
@XO: there is a radio signal from about 500 yards ahead of us.....::points::

Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION: life signs appear  and disapear...seem weak or "far away"

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans the moon for any life signs::

EsShere:
::watches progress on console::

CMO_Matt:
@::checks the medkit:: XO: Let's move.

CO_Grant:
CTO: keep a transporter lock on the AT

CTO_Psion:
@ XO:  Recieving weak life signs.

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT: Wall: Keep us informed of your progress

CMO_Matt:
@::slightly impatient, pulls out the tricorder once again to scan::

XO_Wall:
@*CO*: we have arrived we are picking up a signal about 500 yards from us, can you get anything from up there?

CSOPoulos:
@:Scanns the rest of the surrounding area::

CTO_Psion:
@ XO:  But the signal may indicate either an injured life form or a distant one.

CO_Grant:
COunselor, If you any input concerning this situation, I would appreciate it

XO_Wall:
@CTO: from what direction?

CEOLefler:
@XO: I am picking up a radiation trail leading to the same site as the radio transmission. Something hit hard!

CTO_Psion:
@ *Delphyne* Can you ascertain the nature of the life signs registered here?

CSOPoulos:
@::looks at see through badge and shakes head::

EsShere:
CO: If I do sir I will be bold enough to speak up .. ::surprised:

CMO_Matt:
@::readjusts the tricorder settings to transmit better readings::

CTO_Psion:
*XO*  Northeast from here.

CO_Grant:
COMM: AT: we are continueing to scan from here, but you say you found life signs?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Glances at the councelor and grins, turns back to his console::

CMO_Matt:
@::let's the others discuss the situation, takes a few steps in the direction of the crash site::

EsShere:
::wonders if they are close enough to bring the moons surface on a viewer::

LtJg_Cray:
*AT*  It is actually a rather old signal.  It is about 2 kilometers away from your position.

XO_Wall:
CEO/CTO: go check out the radio signal and take on of the Ens with you

CTO_Psion:
@ COMM: CO:  Aye sir.  Recieving a weak signal.

CEOLefler:
CTO: Lets move it.

CO_Grant:
CTO: continue to use long-range scanners to search for presence of other ships

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Scans::

CMO_Matt:
@::looks to XO for instructions::

CSOPoulos:
@::standing next to the XO with tricorder in air::

CEOLefler:
::Begins huffing it towards signal::

XO_Wall:
CSO/CMO/Ens: your with me lets check out the life forms signal ::heads northeast::

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  Aye.  ::Motions to Crick to follow::

Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION:  As the AT moves toward the signal , the winds begin to pick up

CSOPoulos:
@XO: yes sir.....

EsShere:
::monitors the away team from where she is standing, hoping all is going well::

CMO_Matt:
@::follows with the XO, tricorder still out and on a focusing scan in the general direction::

XO_Wall:
CTO: ::yells toward him as they move off:: keep report in every 5 minutes!!

CO_Grant:
OPS: are you picking up any other comm signals like from another ship?

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Reading a weather pattern about to overtake the AT.

CTO_Psion:
@ XO:  Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: negative sir.

CO_Grant:
TOCray: Acknowleged

XO_Wall:
#::heads northeast::

EsShere:
::concurs with Cray by nodding her head at the Captain::

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT:Wall: A weather pattern , like a storm is headed towards your location be careful

CMO_Matt:
#::follows closely behind the XO::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We'll have to get closer to the surface, there appears to be some interference from the atmosphere.

CSOPoulos:
#::follows the direction fo the signal::

XO_Wall:
#CSO: what type of storm is moving in scan please?

CEOLefler:
@CTO: We are almost there.

Nicke_AGM:
@#ACTION: the storm begins to intensify

MO_Lea:
::wakes up, relizing she should have slept last night, instead of reading::

CO_Grant:
OPS: I understand but first we will redirect the probe to be closer

CTO_Psion:
@  ::Feels the wind pick up::

CSOPoulos:
#XO:  I am reading high winds and it apears to be a thunder cell......

CMO_Matt:
#::mutters to himself::

CO_Grant:
TO: instruct the probe to orbit the moon closer to the at

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir :;Redirects the probe toward the moon::

XO_Wall:
#::damn!!::

CSOPoulos:
#::hears the CMO say something:  CMO: did you say something?

LtJg_Cray:
::Reconfigures the probes thrusters for a lower orbit::

CO_Grant:
COMM:AT: LEfler, if we start to lose comm signals, engage the special comm badges to enhance tracking

LtJg_Cray:
CO:  Done sir.

CMO_Matt:
#::looks up to the CSO:: CSO: No, nothing at all.

Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION: as the at moves toward the signal they see a large shape just ahead

CSOPoulos:
#CMO: ok... ::grin::

CEOLefler:
@*DEL:CO* Aye aye sir.

CMO_Matt:
#::smiles back::

XO_Wall:
#CMO: whats your scans reveal as we get closer?

Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION: It appears to be part of a small ship......half buried in the ground

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  Is your tricorder registering anything?

MO_Lea:
::begins counting the Hyposprays, again::

EsShere:
CO: I am wondering about hte whole thing.. ::stops for a second:; Is it possible the signal is a lure? I mean the closer we get teh fainter it is bringing us in. deeper and deeper.. ::feels a strange source::

CEOLefler:
@*XO* There is something up ahead. Looks like  half burried ship sir

CO_Grant:
OPS: compress all our known data and last location of AT personnel, send it as progress report to starfleet

CMO_Matt:
#XO: Human, sir.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

XO_Wall:
#*CEO*: ok investigate it and report back to me

CEOLefler:
@CTO/*XO*: Signs of a fractured fission core. and raditiation leaks. Nothing lethal. Yet

OPS_Lynam:
:;Compiles data and prepares a message for starfleet::

CMO_Matt:
#::concentrates on the tricorder readings::

CO_Grant:
Counselor: That oddity is noted but we must investigate it is our nature

CEOLefler:
@CTO: Lets go in. :)

Nicke_AGM:
#aCTION: signals begin to vary

XO_Wall:
#CMO: focus in on those signal and lead us

EsShere:
CO: Of course Sir.. I was being bold.. ::tries to not blush.. 200 years old but she still does it::

EsShere:
::aprroaching with caution ....she does hope Commander Wall is doing so::

CSOPoulos:
#XO: the signal is starting to vary.......  I'm trying to pin point it...

XO_Wall:
#*CO*: we are definately picking up human life signs

CMO_Matt:
#::recalibrates the tricorder scan, focusing it on the readings::

CO_Grant:
TOCray: very well , target the buried lump of data that the AT is approaching, photon torpedoes

CMO_Matt:
#XO: Not too many life forms, and the storm is beginnning to interfere.

CO_Grant:
CRAY: do not fire until AT is recovered

CMO_Matt:
#::almost has to yell now with the rising wind::

XO_Wall:
#CSO: can you pick up any technology or weapons?

CEOLefler:
@::enters reckage::

Nicke_AGM:
@:: around the wreckage it appears there was once a "camp"

EsShere:
::wonders about the drastic measure the CO is about to undertake::

CSOPoulos:
#XO: I'm picking up something that _could _ be either one..... we need to get closer....

MO_Lea:
::rechecks the biobeds::

Nicke_AGM:
@#ACTION: the storm intensifies and the at must find shelter

CMO_Matt:
#::refocuses on the life signals:: XO: More interference...I'll be losing the signals soon.

CEOLefler:
@*XO* Sir there are signs of an old camp around the wreckage. I would have to say this heap has been here 5 or 10 years sir.

CEOLefler:
@CTO: looks like we will have to wait out this storm in this ship

XO_Wall:
#CSO: ::yelling:: I need to know before we get closer Lt.

CSOPoulos:
#XO: the storm is become intese we should find shelter.....

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The storm is beginning to interfere with the AT's signals, even with the special badges.  Whatever we're going to do we had better hurry or send them down some camping gear.

CSOPoulos:
#XO: aye..  ::recalibrates tricorder...::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The Delphyne loses contact with the AT

EsShere:
CO: Advise to bring  them back until the storm is gone sir

XO_Wall:
#::taps com badge, failure tone signal::

CSOPoulos:
#XO: I;m not detecting anything of significance...sir

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I've lost them sir.

CEOLefler:
CTO: We might as well look around in here.

CMO_Matt:
#::mutters again, sure that this time the CSO won't be able to hear him with the rising wind::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Trys to reestablish contact::

CO_Grant:
OPS:acknowledged, now we must trust in the experience of our XO

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  A large Ship appears from behind the moon and moves in on the Delphyne......      #:looks for shelter as does@-seeking shelter in the ship

CSOPoulos:
#::hits comm badge... comm badge buzzes::


XO_Wall:
#CSO: ::covering his face with his arm and yelling:: we lost contact with the ship see if you can find something we can seek shelter and quickly!

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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